...romantically like Sam Spade...

A question of vital concern to all members of the student body is: What are the aims and purposes of intramural sports at MIT? It is one whose answer affects our attitude toward Tech athletics in particular and our scholastic attitude in general.

Sports have been rightly called the great means of social and moral training—and this without ever considering the physical advantages given to the legal enthusiast. The sense of fair play and sportsmanship coupled with the invaluable experience of winning and competition in a mutual field of contest, battling, and defeating it, is a personal achievement that participation in sports most effectively develops, and one which no one can afford to defer himself.

The MIT Intramural Program is dedicated to the maximum dissemination of these benefits to the members of the Institute Community. A year-round program to bring this involvement coupled with the invaluable experience of winning and competition in a mutual field of contest, battling, and defeating it, is a personal achievement that participation in sports most effectively develops, and one which no one can afford to defer himself.
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